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ABSTRACT
Background: Aloe vera (AV), mostly known as succulents, or the healing plant of the genus
Aloe of Liliaceae family. It contains large range of vitamins, amino acids, antiseptic, antiinflammatory, and sulfur compounds to control and eliminate mold, bacteria, viruses;
however, AV toxicity is most of the times described poorly among AV consumers. Aim of the
Study: To report and highlight AV clinical uses and toxicity cases to compare and highlight its
therapeutic as well toxic profile. Materials and Methods: AV cases were gathered from
databases such as Google Scholar, PubMed, Web of Science, Scopus, and E-Resource Portal
of Imam Abdulrahman bin Faisal University using the keywords, i.e., AV case report, AV toxicity,
hepatitis, clinical trials about AV, interactions, the current uses of AV, etc. Results: Ten cases
met the eligibility criteria where the toxicities were mostly associated with the usage of AV
except the intended use, i.e., to be administered topically or AV capsules ingestion or as a
drinkable solutions. Major symptoms observed in these cases were related to hepatocytes
inflammation (hepatitis), fatigue, nausea, vomiting, thyroid dysfunction, abdominal discomfort,
and diarrhea along with severe weight loss. These results were not associated with a specific
age; however they were more predominant in female gender. Conclusion: AV should be taken
within normal/specified dose range which can only be achieved through asking an herbal
specialist, and in approved suitable dosage form which is topical.
Key words: Acemannan, Aloe vera, Cosmetics, Hepatitis, Toxicity

INTRODUCTION
Liliaceae, a glycosidic plant family, is well-known for
its cosmetically used applications, and for its chemical
similarities despite its morphological differences.
Aloe barbadensis miller, usually referred to as Aloe
vera (AV) synonym; the healing plant and the silent
healer belongs to the family Liliaceae, a family that
has >700 species and is divided into 15 genus, known
for its components of large amount of vitamins. AV
is a perennial succulent green plant which provides a
gelatin-like extract that can be used cosmetically. The
plant originally grew in Southern and Eastern Africa
and was introduced into Northern Africa, and naturalized in the Mediterranean region and other countries
around the globe.1 It is the oldest herbal plant which
has long been used for several diseases. It has leaves
where each leaf consists of two parts, outer green rind
and an inner clear pulp. The pulp which is mucilaginous
is the most widely therapeutically used portion of the
plant as an emollient. It is showing perfect growing in
marginal to submarginal soils which are having low
fertility, high pH, and high amount of salts. AV as a
plant is well-known in pharmaceutical ingredient as
well as chemical industries due to its contents that are
rich in vitamins such as vitamin-B12, vitamin-C,
vitamin-A, vitamin-E, and folic acid. Similarly, in

terms of amino acids, it has >10 nonessential and 8
essential amino acids. It has several major chemical
constituents (aloins, nataloins, barbaloin, aloe-emodin,
octapeptide, and aloesin), and six antiseptic agents
such as lupeol, salicylic acid, urea nitrogen, cinnamic
acid, phynol, and sulfur for killing or controlling
the mold, bacteria, and viruses by using it in specific
concentrations. It has >3 anti-inflammatory such
as polyunsaturated fatty acids, cholesterol, betasitosterol, carboxypeptidase enzyme, as well as
bradykinase enzyme which exerts a relieving action
in pains, inflammatory swelling, burns, cut inflammations, and is used for some allergic reactions. AV
contains about 24 polypeptides to help and control
the immunity in some immune disorders. Regarding
cancerous abnormal growth they work as antineoplastic agent because of some active chemicals
like aloe-emodin that exhibits inhibitory action
against some types of cancer such as ascites carcinoma
cell, acute myeloid leukemia, and acute lymphocytes
leukemia cancerous cells.2 AV has a high concentration of mannose 6-phosphate which is known by
its well-reputed action in the immune system. AV
extraction leads to isolation of some of the significant chemical compounds such as plusiso-aloesin
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(anti-oxidative) from its leaf, polysaccharides and phenolic chemicals,
such as anthraquinones glycosides, i.e., aloin A and B that are involved
in every action related to AV.3
The use of AV may result mild-to-moderate side effects depending on
the way and dosage used. Mostly, the people self-treat their self for minor
wounds or burn, whereby they put the leaves or leaf pulp directly over
the site of injury and this may lead to toxicity or complications including
allergy.4 Thus, a proper direction while using AV is very important in
this regard. Some of the studies have reported carcinogenic effect in
large intestine for AV in either sex, following an oral ingestion.5 Similar
studies have reported a potential kidney and liver damage, with kidney
failure and hepatitis, associated with severe ingestion of AV.6 Even
limited doses if taken improperly are associated with diarrhea, electrolyte
imbalance, dermatitis, kidney dysfunction, hepatitis, hypokalemia,
erythema, hypersensitivity, and photo toxicity with topical use.7 During
in vitro studies for preclinical tests, renal tubular pigmentation, proliferative
mesenteric lymph node, and nephropathy were revealed, in tested
animals.3 AV has dose-related hyperplastic effect in the stomach, a small
and large intestine and lymph nodes which may lead to neoplasm with
continuous further use as well as a depressing body weight due to an
interaction with thyroid gland activity and body metabolism.8 Although
most of the ancient studies of alternative medicines is using the positive
benefits of AV with the claim of having no adverse effects associated with
its use; however, the recent researches have proved many side effects of
AV resulting due to misuse and wrong dose or dosage form etc.9
For therapeutic purposes, the herb is very popular with widespread
uses of; as skin healer, source of vitamin, digestion improver, antiviral,
immune booster, nerve tonic, antibacterial, moisturizer, sun protective,
antiaging, stretch mark remover, acne killer, and strong detoxifier if used
in a proper way.10 This study aims to review all the available reported
clinical cases for AV toxicity, and to observe as well highlight the factors
leading toward toxicity of this plant.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Databases searched
The relevant literature was searched using different databases such as
Central Library of Imam Abdulrahman bin Faisal University, Science
Direct, Web of Science, PubMed, and Google Scholar. In addition,
journals such as Journal of Traditional and Complementary Medicine,
Journal of Environmental Science, and health and global journal of
pharmaceutical and biological sciences, Journal of Ethnopharmacology,
frontiers in ethnopharmacology, and books such as “AV Nature’s Soothing
Healer” and “AV: Nature’s Silent Healer.”

Keywords searched
AV, toxicity cases of AV, clinical uses of AV, toxicity of AV, clinical cases
reported for AV, case reports of AV intoxication, AV intoxication, cases
of AV poisoning, and acute hepatitis intoxication of AV.

Review period
This article used an extensive in-depth retrospective search from 2007
to 2017 consisting of 10 years for relevant literature as mentioned above.

Inclusion criteria
Clinical cases included in this review are only associated to/reported in
human subjects. Any adverse effects or toxicity resulted due to use of AV
in conventional system or herbal system as well as any use and side or
adverse effect related to intentional or unintentional ingestion of AV was
included in the study. Furthermore, the toxicity or overdose associated
with the use of any part of the plant AV, i.e., leaves, flowers, fruits, and
seeds were also included.
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Exclusion criteria
Any clinical case reported in animal or any in vitro study was excluded
from the study. Similarly, any case reporting traditional or general uses of
AV rather than evidence based, i.e., any clinical case reported to hospital
emergency or clinics were also excluded from the study.

Search results
The retrospective 10 years literature was searched and refined to the
target of the study. A total of 10 articles matched the inclusion criteria
and they are reported in the literature review section as below as well as
in Table 1..

LITERATURE REVIEW
All the relevant cases were collected, studied, analyzed, and reported
after a broad literature review. The cases are presented below with respect
to the year of publication.

CLINICAL CASES REPORTED IN 2017
Small bowel serositis
A 74-year-old male was presented in ER with signs of severe weight
lost, frequent vomiting, and abdominal pain, after consuming excessive
amount of AV, for 10 days to cure cancer. Pathological examination
revealed acute serositis of the small intestine with neutrophils. Following
a resection, the small bowel loops were found dilated and obstructed by
multiple greenish masses. The patient recovered without any complication
after being discharged.11

Acute liver failure due to the use of Aloe vera
A case of 68-year-old female patient was presented in hospital with acute
liver failure symptoms (jaundice, disorientation, abdominal pain,
malaise, nausea, and vomiting). On investigation, it was revealed that the
patient used herbal medication of AV. After discontinuation of the herbal
medication, the liver returned to function normally and symptoms were
resolved.12

CLINICAL CASES REPORTED IN 2016
Aloe vera causing inflammatory hepatitis
A case report for a 61-year-old female patient was presented in ER. The
patient informed the ER that she had not taken any recent medication
except AV. Examination tests revealed jaundice and abdominal pain,
whereas the liver biopsy results showed inflammatory hepatitis. Three
weeks later of discontinuation of AV, she showed improve in the liver
function.13

Hypothyroidism developed from Aloe vera
A 56-year-oldfemale patient with reticular lichen planus lesion preferred
to use AV juice instead of corticosteroids. No related effect was observed
on the reticular lichen planus lesion with the use of plant; however, the
plant developed uncontrolled hypothyroidism effect. On discontinuation
of AV juice, the hypothyroidism effect was resolved.9

CLINICAL CASES REPORTED IN 2014
Aloe vera gel caused hepatitis inflammation
A 21-year obese female patient presented with the complication of nausea,
vomiting, and abdominal discomfort. On history examination, she used
50 ml AV gel twice a day for months with a hope to reduce her weight.
A tenderness with mild splenomegaly has been observed on her upper
abdomen, whereas liver biopsy showed a continuous necrosis by
the white blood cells (WBCs) filtration which is the clue of hepatitis
425
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Table 1: Clinical cases reported for Aloe vera
Cases years

Form used

Age

Gender

Clinical manifestations

Way of treatment

Cause of ingestion

2017

Plant

74

Male

Weight loss
Vomiting
Abdominal discomfort
Acute serositis

Upon cessation

Beating cancer

2017

AV medication

68

Female

Liver failure symptoms

Upon cessation

-

2016

AV medication

61

Female

Jaundice
Abdominal discomfort
Hepatitis

Upon cessation

-

2016

AV juice

56

Female

Reticular lichen planus lesion
Hypothyroidism

Upon cessation

Reticular lichen planus lesion

2014

AV gel

21

Female

Nausea
Vomiting
Abdominal discomfort
Hepatitis

Upon cessation

Weight reduction

2014

AV tablet

57

Female

Hepatitis

Upon cessation

-

2010

AV powder

62

Female

Hepatitis
Weakness
Fatigue

Upon cessation

-

2010

AV extract

55

Female

Abdominal discomfort

Upon cessation

-

2007

AV capsule

73

Female

Acute hepatitis

Upon cessation

Constipation

2007

AV juice

72

Female

Dermatitis

Upon cessation

Pain relief

AV=Aloe vera

inflammation. Following a discontinuation of AV gel, the patient
returned to normal.14

Aloe vera tablet caused hepatitis inflammation
A 57-year-old female patient took AV tablets containing 500 ml of active
ingredient plus vitamin C with zinc. She showed an autoimmune marker
of hepatitis (there was a huge number of antibodies like antihepatitis B
surface antigen-Immunoglobulin G (HBs-IgG) and then liver biopsy
showed a severe acute hepatitis. After abrupt stop of medications, the
patient was healthy again.15

CLINICAL CASES REPORTED IN 2010
Aloe vera as a powder causes hepatitis
A 62-year-old female patient with hepatitis symptoms, and a week
history of fatigue and weakness reported to hospital. She had taken AV
powder containing 420 mg of an extract of AV for about 3 months. Liver
biopsy confirmed hepatitis. Aloe extract was immediately discontinued,
and the jaundice and hepatitis were resolved.16

High dose of Aloe vera causes liver damage
A 55-year-old female patient was presented to the hospital with 3 months
history of abdominal discomfort. She had taken AV extracts in excessive
dose for >2 months before she presented the symptoms. Great damage to
the liver was detected by serology. Aloe extract was immediately discontinued. After 4 days, she visited again for laboratory tests, and the liver
function was found normal.16

CLINICAL CASES REPORTED IN 2007
Aloe vera capsule caused hepatitis inflammation
A 73-year-old female was administered to the hospital for an acute
hepatitis. Laboratory tests did not reveal the cause of the patient’s disease;
426

however, after an extensive medication history by a clinical pharmacist, it was revealed that she used oral AV capsules for constipation. She
stopped the use of AV capsules which led to the return of liver markers
to normal levels.17

Allergy from Aloe vera
A 72-year-old female presented in the clinic with dermatitis on the leg.
She has been using self-made AV juice over the leg to relieve pain. Skin
tests revealed that she had an allergic reaction to AV.18

DISCUSSION
AV or Aloe barbadensis miller, a plant that belongs to genus Aloe of
Liliaceae family. It is considered as one of the greatest source of vitamins
and minerals used in Mesopotamia since 1750. Egyptian and Greek used
the plant for skin infections and wound healing.6 With the advancement
in science and research, it has been observed that AV may be toxic and
produce a variety of severe effects. Although most of the adverse effects
are easy to handle; however, the liver and kidney damage are fatal and
may lead to failure of both organs. The symptoms are not differentiable on
the basis of age; however, gender may play a significant role. In addition,
the severity of symptoms depends on the way of administration whether
it is ingested, injected, or topically used.5 Overall, topical use has been
reported with very few side or adverse effect, but still may produce
troublesome and irritating condition. With respect to general symptoms,
the following have been reported with the use of AV plant. Skin problems –
Different conditions such as skin allergy, rashes after sun exposures,
dermatitis, skin hardening, dryness, splitting, redness, burning, and
yellow stain in the skin were reported in many people using topical latex
or AV leaf or its pulp without a proper counseling or dosage. In cases
mentioned above, it was found that AV juice may result allergic reaction.
The patient was unaware of its symptoms severity and thus, they were
using it in an uncontrolled way. However, it is also a fact that skin
Pharmacognosy Journal, Vol 11, Issue 2, Mar-Apr, 2019
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reactions occurs very rarely. Gastrointestinal tract (GIT) problems – Few
of the times ingestion of AV may lead to local GIT symptoms such as
severe diarrhea alongwith dehydration due to strong laxative action of
AV and hence, electrolytes imbalances are observed. Studies showed that
AV may increase the risk of arrhythmia perhaps because of severe loss
of these minerals.19 Liver inflammation – – Among the toxicity cases
reported, hepatitis is what AV exerts as a common adverse effect. The
presence of various alkaloids in AV enhances hepatic enzymes as well
as alcohol dehydrogenase activity. Such interference with detoxification mechanisms produces hepatic damage in hepatocytes.20 As per
mentioned cases (literature review section), it is evident that taking
AV supplementation, i.e., gel, tablets, or capsules, results acute hepatitis
which is hepatocellular only; however, such hepatic damage is usually
observed with long-term use of high doses of AV.15,21 Carcinogenic effect
– Although AV has proved to be a good inducer for immunity through
its action in bone marrow, where it increases WBCs production. However,
various studies have reported that strange doses of AV may lead to
abnormal growth/leukemia.22 Furthermore, some studies showed that
AV constituents may be metabolized to mutagenic compounds with
significant evidence for carcinogenicity.21 The severity of AV oral administration – Caution is needed during oral administration of AV as
once it is ingested orally, some histopathological changes as well as structural alterations for various tissues may be seen due to oxidative radicals
which indicates its toxicity. Colorectal cancer as well as dependency has
been observed with oral use of AV, hence various organizations have
rejected the oral dose of AV due to its severe effects. Still, some of the
studies favor the oral use of AV up to a dose of 50 mg/kg or below, without
any effect on any organ and biochemical change.19,23 Miscellaneous –
Diseases such as serous tissue inflammation after excessive ingestion of
AV, weight loss, and weakness alongwith thyroid dysfunction, i.e.,
hypothyroidism has been reported for AV.
In contrast – AV is known to have a huge positive impact and is used
clinically now-a-days for a variety of conditions in its approved dosage
forms. AV possesses potential therapeutic chemicals with important
therapeutic and pharmacological actions as discussed below.
Healing properties – AV best known as the healing plant, having a
potential of fast healing action due to its ability of increasing collagen
production, changing collagen compositions, induction of synthesis for
hyaluronic acid, and dermatan sulfate in the granulation tissue which
all together accelerates wound healing. Anti-inflammatory action –
AV works by reduction of prostaglandin-E2 and prevent its production
from arachidonic acid through inhibition of cyclooxygenase enzyme.
AV contains the novel anti-inflammatory compound, that is, specifically
existing in the gel. An innovative product acemannan for AIDS
patients – Acemannan is a polysaccharide found in the inner part of AV
leaves. Acemannan has no toxicity and acts as an immnunoenhancer.
Acemannan stimulates the immune system by stimulating monocytes,
macrophages, phagocytosis, increases antibody production, enhances
antiviral activity, and in patient with AIDS, produces defective human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) virus.24 AV in cosmetics – AV is used in
cosmetics due to the presence of polysaccharides with an effectiveness of
reducing skin dryness through its moisturizing mechanism. Increasing
the water amount in the stratum corneum can be seen in the 1st week.25
AV as polypharmacy – AV is usually considered safe when used as polypharmacy; however, it can have synergistic effects when used with herbs
or drugs having a similar action to AV. To avoid any interaction, a complete information should be provided to the prescriber in order not to
administer it to a patient already using any drugs or herbs as AV due to
its multifunctional use may exert additive effects.26 Laxative effects – AV
works through three mechanism; (i) Increasing intestinal water content,
(ii) Stimulation of the mucosa to secrete, and (iii) Increasing intestinal
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peristalsis strongly and these effects of AV are mediated through anthraquinones glycosides present in the plant. Antiseptic effect – Lupeol,
salicylic acid, cinnamic acid, phenols, and sulfur are the major compounds
responsible for AV antiseptic role. AV has been reported to kill many of
the types of microorganism including bacteria and fungi. AV for topical
therapeutic purposes – Since AV contains several topical administrable
dosage forms, i.e., gel that has immune inductive as well as anti-inflammatory effect, thus microorganism topical invasions is better treated by
AV due to its potent bactericidal action.27 Miscellaneous – Anti-aging
property due to the presence of mucopolysaccharides which moistens
and improving skin elasticity, burn recovery through reduction of burn’s
ischemic effects, as well as induction and modulation of the immune
system are the properties reported for AV.19,22 Some studies revealed
anti-thromboxane effect for AV in animal models alongwith a property
to maintain hemostasis in vascular endothelium.10 The ability to inhibit
the release of oxygen-reactive species by AV gel-extract3 imparts the
potential to treat chronic ulcers, eczema, and pruritus vulvae.19 In
addition, analgesic activities as studied in rats,3 and the presence of
vitamins, essential and nonessential amino acids, minerals, enzymes,
and saccharides make AV as good supplement and herb to treat various
ailments.28
To conclude, the quality of AV used by the consumer due to various
times of cultivation and collection throughout the world play an important
role to predict the actual amount of major therapeutic ingredients
present in the plant. Similarly, the amount and dosage form of AV used
is another important factor contributing toward the safe use of AV. The
review article provided the latest clinical cases observed, and the factor
responsible for AV toxicity. It is evident that AV may be fatal if used
improperly, without proper guidance and in severe doses, however, a
proper use under medical supervision can easily reduce all these
hazards. It is well-known that no specific examination test is available
to check or reveal the attack or adverse effects of any phytomedicines;29
however, a recent accurate history and use of proper histopathology tests
may help control or handle such kind of situations.30,31 Even in most of
the situations, no apparent symptoms are available, and no physical signs
can be followed; however, IgG, anti-HBs as well as anti-HIV tests are the
possible solution to detect such AV toxicity. Although supportive medication is used widely, in most of the cases, discontinuation of the herb
also leads to patient recovery. The cases presented in the review also supports that “to stop the herb” worked in most of the cases for the patient
to recover.15

CONCLUSION
AV, as a medicinal plant possesses great respect for its content. Every
plant, its extract or active ingredient may produce specific side effects
or adverse effects which is commonly associated with any medications
or normal dose. AV produces mild-to-severe range symptoms that can
be treated by abrupt discontinuation. However despite its beneficial
effects, AV can be too toxic under improper administration. Patients
should be aware of proper doses and dosage of AV products. Simply, we
recommend all AV consumers to take caution during consuming these
products and to know the proper way of use, by asking their health-care
providers.
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SUMMARY
• AV is a famous plant used throughout the world for therapeutic as well as
nontherapeutic purposes, i.e., cosmetics. The plant is known as a polypharmacy and has been reported with enormous biologically active constituents
ranging from amino acids, vitamins, anthraquinone glycosides, and phenolic
compounds. Although the plant have a widespread use, however if used in
improper dosage form, severe doses for long time, and without the medical
supervision of a health professional may lead to hepatitis, kidney disease, and
allergy,.
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